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3535

In the year 3535 
Ain't gonna need to tell the truth, tell no lies
Everything you think, do, and say
Is in the pill you took today







4545

In the year 4545
Ain't gonna need your teeth, won't need your eyes
You won't find a thing to chew
Nobody's gonna look at you





5555 In the year 5555
Your arms are hanging limp at your sides
Your legs got nothing to do
Some machine is doing that for you







6565

In the year 6565
Ain't gonna need no husband, won't need no  wife
You'll pick your son, pick your daughter too
From the bottom of a long glass tube
 



Un científico chino asegura haber 
conseguido crear los primeros 
bebés modificados genéticamente





9595

In the year 9595
I'm kinda wondering if man is gonna be alive
He's taken everything this old earth can give
And he ain't put back nothing...









10000

Now it's been 10,000 years
Man has cried a billion 
tears
For what he never knew
Now man's reign is through
But through eternal night
The twinkling of starlight
So very far away
Maybe it's only yesterday

10000

Kepler-186f



¡¡YA VIVIMOS EN UNA 
DISTOPIA!! 

¡¡DESPERTAD!!



sonido_explosion.wav


What??? Is this the Earth? Our world? I What??? Is this the Earth? Our world? I 
can’t believe it, what have we done?can’t believe it, what have we done?



- What happened? Everything is…different!!- What happened? Everything is…different!!

- I’ll tell you what happened. - I’ll tell you what happened. 



All around us, this horrible 
situation is caused by…



                                 

Destruction…Destruction…



                                                                 Y

Yelling hate…Yelling hate…



Suffering…Suffering…



Technological excess…Technological excess…



Oppression…Oppression…



Pollution…Pollution…



Irresponsibility…Irresponsibility…



Abuse…Abuse…



D-Y-S-T-O-P-I-A…???D-Y-S-T-O-P-I-A…???



- There is no solution, are we trapped? We can’t run away…There is no solution, are we trapped? We can’t run away…
- We will die like everything around us. It is our human destruction.We will die like everything around us. It is our human destruction.
- Our values, our ideologies have been used against us. We have been Our values, our ideologies have been used against us. We have been 

controlled like puppets.controlled like puppets.
- NOOOO!! Don’t say that. There is a solution! There is HOPE. And HOPE NOOOO!! Don’t say that. There is a solution! There is HOPE. And HOPE 

can be achieved if we remain together and try to struggle and look can be achieved if we remain together and try to struggle and look 
into the future with a different attitude.into the future with a different attitude.

- We have made mistakes…but we will overcome them.We have made mistakes…but we will overcome them.
- But…how?But…how?
- We need to calm down, we need to be more generous, respectful, We need to calm down, we need to be more generous, respectful, 

understanding, less competitive and consumerist. We also must take understanding, less competitive and consumerist. We also must take 
care of Nature…care of Nature…

- EXACTLY!!! We can’t grab from Nature what we want, ignoring how EXACTLY!!! We can’t grab from Nature what we want, ignoring how 
dangerous this is for us!!dangerous this is for us!!



-So, that means that we can recover -So, that means that we can recover 
our lives? If we change our our lives? If we change our 
attitude…attitude…



EY GUYS!!!! Everything is changing!!!EY GUYS!!!! Everything is changing!!!



What it was the end…can be the beginning of a What it was the end…can be the beginning of a 
new era, a new attitude in life. We were new era, a new attitude in life. We were 
moving faster than our world could stand. moving faster than our world could stand. 
Now, we only have to look from a different, Now, we only have to look from a different, 
positive, sensible, tolerant point of view…positive, sensible, tolerant point of view…

dystopia_end.mp4
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